We present here the European project SciCafé -networking of science cafés in Europe and neighboring countries, and the contributions of the CSDC-CaffèScienza partner in Florence, Itay.
: (left) A joke about the double meaning (in Italian) of the word "caffè": it means a café (place) and a coffee, so a science café (caffè-scienza) may indicate a discussion or a special coffee brand. The Italian name for the coffee machine is moka. (right) The location of the contributors to the science café web book.
radios of the University of Firenze, and, with our twin association formascienza in Rome, experimenting with the video streaming service offered by one of our partners, DBC-tv [6] and other independent services [7] . Thanks to DBC-tv, now our events can be attended even from Second Life, and actually we have a few people that regularly follows us from Spain, Switzerland and USA. The science café web book. It is just a web site [8] , assembled in collaboration with Duncan Dallas from Leeds, who is essentially the "inventor" of science cafés in UK. We felt that we were concentrating too much on the technical aspects, forgetting that a science café is mainly driven by passions and emotions. So we asked people from all the world to send us a few lines about their motivations (see Fig. 1-right) , and we discovered that the same simple concept of a science café can indeed be interpreted in very different ways, from a discussion on how to prevent HIV infection in Uganda, to gender differences in Iran, to a specialized Nuclear Science Café in Oregon! Survey on Science Cafè's Public. In November 2009, we sent an email to our mailing list asking to fill out an online survey. The purpose of the survey was to gather real data about the working and perception of our science café, to identify the effective ways for its advancement and growth. In particular, we sought to know the type of audience that attended the meetings and receive suggestions about new formats to be used in meetings. In February 2011 we shared the survey with the partners of the European Project in order to highlight the differences and similarities among different countries and approaches.
Science and technology are more and more important in our lives, and we are often asked to choose (or vote) on technical questions. A science discussion is often seen as a popularization event, but it should be rather termed participation. The purpose of the science café is that of demythologizing science communication, bringing it out of the cathedra and into everyday life. The scicafé European project will be hopefully useful for this goal, favoring the birth of new cafés in new locations, favouring discussion through new media, involving new public and networking all such experiences.
We acknowledge useful discussions with your partners in the project SciCafé, in particular with Tommaso Castellani of FormaScienza, Rome, and Duncan Dallas of Leeds, UK.
